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The kanji sketch pad is an educational tool which converts your mouse strokes into kanji characters while allowing you to view
the correct kanji shape and useful hints. The kanji sketch pad allows you to select items from a drop-down list which can then
be added to the drawing board. You can select kanji characters in several ways by using the hot-zones: double-click the item or
drag the mouse over the area of the kanji shape. You can also add kanji characters with the help of the tips panel. You can also

adjust the size of kanji characters and characters drawn with the help of the drawing board. Once you are ready to add kanji
characters to the drawing board, simply click on the drawing board and start sketching with your mouse. You can also choose to
review kanji characters drawn with the help of the detailed information panel, and listen to audio clips of Japanese words, which
you can later replay with the help of the reader. Kanji Sketch Pad Free Download: Play Video Want to learn Japanese? This is
the place! Kanji Sketch Pad is a software application developed from the ground-up as an educational kanji drawing tool. This

drawing pad converts mouse strokes into Japanese characters while allowing you to view the correct kanji shape and useful
hints. The advantages of being portable Since this is a portable utility, it is important to mention that it doesn't leave any traces
in the Windows registry. You can copy it on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you need to
learn how to draw the Japanese characters. Clean and interactive working environment It sports a clean layout where all of the
program’s functions can be accessed from additional panels, so the primary window lets you focus solely on the drawing mode.
You can rely on the built-in descriptions in order to understand the role of each dedicated parameter. Plus, there are also several
video tutorials on how to make the best out of this tool. Integrated tips Kanji Sketch Pad’s smart detection system notifies you if

you have drawn the correct or wrong kanji strokes. Plus, you can perform double-click operations outside the drawing area,
more specifically on the so-called “Hot-zones” for redoing the items, checking hints, jumping to the next item, as well as giving

up on drawing the current character. The Tip panel provides information about each character that you are drawing,
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The software is developed from the ground-up as an educational kanji drawing tool. This drawing pad converts mouse strokes
into Japanese characters while allowing you to view the correct kanji shape and useful hints. The advantages of being portable:
Since this is a portable utility, it is important to mention that it doesn’t leave any traces in the Windows registry. You can copy it
on any USB flash drive or other devices, and take it with you whenever you need to learn how to draw the Japanese characters.
Clean and interactive working environment: It sports a clean layout where all of the program’s functions can be accessed from

additional panels, so the primary window lets you focus solely on the drawing mode. You can rely on the built-in descriptions in
order to understand the role of each dedicated parameter. Plus, there are also several video tutorials on how to make the best out
of this tool. Integrated tips: Kanji Sketch Pad’s smart detection system notifies you if you have drawn the correct or wrong kanji
strokes. Plus, you can perform double-click operations outside the drawing area, more specifically on the so-called “Hot-zones”
for redoing the items, checking hints, jumping to the next item, as well as giving up on drawing the current character. The Tip

panel provides information about each character that you are drawing, and lets you view suggestive images, enter your own
personal study notes, as well as change the keyword or English definition for the current item. Advanced searching algorithm:
One of the best features bundled in this app is an advanced searching system which enables you to search for kanji words in

different ways: by simply typing in English words, looking up for radical roots, or manually drawing a symbol. The tool
automatically displays possible matches and lets you click on the desired word for introducing it in your further studies.

Additionally, you may use a built-in text editor, show single-stroke kanji items, check a list with examples, view the radical
composition, as well as practice on drawing the current word. Progress graphs, comprehensive vocabulary, and testing modes:
Kanji Sketch Pad keeps track of your progress with the aid of graphs, and allows you to access a list with vocabulary entries,
import data to the vocabulary list, insert useful links for your kanji study, and check the built-in reader for getting used to a
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What makes Kanji Sketch Pad unique is that it teaches you how to draw kanji strokes in a cool and intuitive way. The app
enables you to visualize the correct kanji shape and how it is supposed to be used in a word. Moreover, it lets you access a list
with hundreds of useful kanji, an extensive vocabulary, as well as tons of videos which will help you to get acquainted with
kanji strokes and kanji radicals. The app provides you with three different and efficient learning modes. Kanji Sketch Pad Pro
Features: • Make your strokes count! The app provides you with a feature-rich set of special tools such as the Eraser, Draw and
Highlight tools, as well as an integrated smart system. • Customizable learning modes: The app offers you three different
learning modes. Based on your preferences, you can set which one you want to follow. • Specialized settings: Kanji Sketch Pad
can remember your stroke settings, which makes it easier for you to get back to your favorite feature. • Kanji dictionary: In
order to help you in learning Japanese, this app comes with a full list of Kanji characters with a comprehensive vocab. • Practice
mode: You can practice drawing specific Kanji by playing on your favorite Japanese songs. • Kanji analysis: This app has an
integrated reader for reading Japanese texts. The app can also tell you the reading of kanji, which can be helpful in your
Japanese studies. • Multiple input types: Kanji Sketch Pad enables you to draw kanji strokes either by a mouse or a stylus. •
Works on Mac and Windows: Kanji Sketch Pad can be used on any PC or Mac. Main Menu: • Tutorial • The Basics • Senses •
The Kanji • The Kanji Dictionary • The Radical • The Vocabulary • The Reader • Tools • Help • Settings • About • Screenshots
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What's New in the?

Draw and learn kanji characters. The fastest and easiest way to learn how to draw Japanese kanji characters. Also learn how to
recognize and remember each character's meaning. Advanced Kanji Dictionary. Includes tens of thousands of kanji words,
radicals, and kanji sub-entries. A rich Kanji Dictionary makes kanji learning fun and easy. Random Word Generator. A
Japanese Random Word Generator with a dictionary of Kanji, Japanese Hiragana, and Japanese Kana. Advanced Kanji
Syllabary. A Kanji Syllabary that allows you to pronounce Japanese kanji with ease. It has more than 50,000 kanji
pronunciations. Incorrect Kanji Generator. Generates random kanji that are out of stroke order, that can help you practice your
stroke order. Kanji Character Generator. Create your own kanji characters with this tool. The Character Generator is a powerful
and easy-to-use Kanji Generator. Kanji Audio Transcription. Hear the same sound as the Chinese characters your drawing. This
Kanji Audio Transcription tool lets you listen to your drawings. The audio files are automatically categorized and appear in the
Kanji Audio Transcription panel. Kanji Audio Transcription in Multiple Languages. Hear the same sound as the Chinese
characters your drawing in more than 10 languages: Japanese, Chinese, English, French, Spanish, German, Russian, Portuguese,
Swedish, Croatian, Greek, Dutch, Hungarian, Polish, Czech, Indonesian, Vietnamese, Thai, Filipino, Korean, Hungarian, Czech,
Thai, Indonesian, Vietnamese, Ukrainian, and Simplified Chinese. Kanji Practice Tool. Learn how to draw Japanese kanji
characters step-by-step. The Kanji Practice Tool shows examples of kanji strokes and demonstrates how to draw them. Japanese-
English Kanji Dictionary. Find more than 55,000 words with Chinese characters in the dictionary. One of the best Japanese-
English Kanji dictionaries. The dictionary of Kanji includes example pronunciations, meanings, and sub-entries. Japanese Kanji
Stroke Order Practice. A tool that helps you practice and improve your knowledge of Japanese Kanji stroke order. The Kanji
Stroke Order Practice tool shows stroke order and stroke order meanings for 50,000 Kanji. Character Shift. Shift kanji
characters right to left, or left to right. A Kanji Character Shifter tool allows you to practice writing Kanji characters in the
correct stroke order. Kanji Character Shifter. A Kanji Character Shifter tool allows you to practice writing Kanji characters in
the correct stroke order. Kanji Stroke Order Practice. Practice writing kanji characters in the correct stroke order. The Kanji
Stroke Order Practice tool enables you to practice drawing characters from the Japanese writing system, using each character's
own unique stroke order. Kanji Stroke Order Practice. Practice
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System Requirements:

–2GB minimum RAM. –Minimal specs: Intel Core i5 – 4000 Series or AMD equivalent –1GB graphics card. –12GB free space
on your hard drive (around 21 GB for the size of the game). –20 GB for the final product (you will get 30% of the final product
for free for reaching minimum requirements). –Wi-Fi for multiplayer. –CD or DVD reader. –Works on Windows 7 or
Windows 8. How to install without access to CD/
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